January 8, 2021
MEMO: GEORGE PRESTON REC CENTRE:
A reminder that restrictions prior to the holiday break are still in effect. These include, but are not
limited to…







games, tournaments, and competitions are temporarily suspended for all teams.
practices are permitted and should focus on individual drills and modified training
activities where participants maintain a physical distance of three meters (nine feet) from one
another and do not engage in handshaking, high fives, hugging or similar behaviour.
travel to, from and between communities for athletic activities like games, competitions,
training, and practice is prohibited. However, athletes can travel to their home club if their
home club is outside of their immediate community.
all individuals entering the facility must wear masks. Coaches and volunteers are required to
continue wearing masks at all times, including on-ice instruction.
no person is permitted to be present as a spectator.
bench use is permitted however physical distancing must be followed while on the bench, we
encourage groups to limit usage of the bench area at this time.

LMHA – for U9 Teams and younger


for players under the age of 9, there will be a space designated inside the main lobby to assist
children prepare for their on-ice session. No access to changerooms for parents will be granted
moving forward. Dressing room access will be for players, coaches, and safety person(s) only.
Please ensure players come to the arena ready to play. We require that once the child is ready
to enter the playing surface, that the parent leaves the facility. If parental assistance is not
required, we ask that the parent remains outside the facility.



following the on-ice session, the same lobby space will be made available to assist with getting
the players ready to leave the facility - we ask that all groups continue to enter through the main
east entrance and leave through the designated north arena lobby doors. Again, if parental
assistance is not required, we ask that the parent remains outside the facility.

With regards to the safety person role, the same requirements are in place about keeping contact
tracing records and submitting those records to covid-attendance@tol.ca. All health checks must
continue to be conducted prior to entry to the building.
We are also asking for additional support in ensuring teams are leaving the facility within the 15 minutes
following the sessions. Prior to the break, some groups were becoming more relaxed on this leading to
late entry for other groups coming into the facility.
Thanks for your continued support and assistance with these matters.
GPRC

